PlugSurfng Joins Forces with Vattenfall to Enable Simpler Electric Car Charging in Berlin and Hamburg

Finally it's happened! Electric car drivers can now charge with PlugSurfing at Vattenfall charging
points in Hamburg and Berlin.

Berlin and Hamburg 10.11.2014 - It has long been a desire of many EV drivers to see Vattenfall's
charging points join the PlugSurfing network, and now the time has come! From today, PlugSurfing
users can gain access to the Vattenfall network using their PlugSurfing RFID-enabled keyhanger
and pay for the session with one, simple monthly bill.

The partnership means that Berlin-based PlugSurfing now partners with all major energy providers
in Germany for EV charging, including RWE, E.On and EnBW, as well as a number of charging
point networks in the Netherlands and Austria. In total, some 10,000 charging points are now
accessible using either the PlugSurfing keyhanger or app. The driver simply finds the charging
point, starts charging with PlugSurfing and pays one simple bill at the end of the month regardless
of the amount of operators used.

As explained by PlugSurfing's CEO, Adam Woolway, 'We are always happy to connect our EV
drivers to new charging networks, but Vattenfall is of particular significance, not only because of
the growing demand from our users, but also because, for the first time, we have been able to bridge
the gulf between the two large networks in Berlin: RWE and Vattenfall.'

It is PlugSurfing's goal to connect all of Europe's charging point operators meaning that, once a
member of the service, a driver will be able to simply find and pay for electric car charging
wherever he/she goes.

About PlugSurfing
PlugSurfing is Europe’s leading app for EV driving and biggest community of electric vehicle

drivers. Founded by Adam Woolway (UK) and Jacob van Zonneveld (NL), the Berlin-based start-up
offers free apps to revolutionise sustainable mobility, including the locating of, and paying for,
charging points. PlugSurfing’s vision is to remove all barriers that currently exist to carbon-free
mobility. PlugSurfing have been named the Global ‘Energy’ winners of the 1776 DC Start up
competition

About Vattenfall
Vattenfall is one of the leading European energy companies. For over 100 years customers have
placed their trust in their abilities, including over 3 million customers in Germany. Vattenfall is a
partner for the environmentally friendly generation of electricity and gas.
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